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Boom!

When Tang Beidou heard these words, as if being struck by thunder, his figure shook for a
moment, and he was about to fall.

Fortunately, the eldest son, Tang Tianji, reached out and held him in time. Tang Tianji said
anxiously: “Dad, don’t get excited, you have to pay attention to your body!”

Tang Beidou raised his trembling hand and pointed to the door: “Get out, help me out. I want
to see your brother.”

Soon, Tang Beidou and his party came to the front yard.

In the yard, there are five wooden boards with five corpses looking at them.

It was the corpses of Tang Tianquan and the Four Heavenly Kings!

When Tang Beidou saw his youngest son, he couldn’t help crying out: “My son!”

Tang Tianji, Tang Sancai and others hurriedly helped him, and they persuaded: “Master, you
are sorry, pay attention to your health!”

Tang Beidou was grief-stricken, and he said bitterly: “Yash Nics, you beast. Kill my disciple,
kill my righteous son, and now kill my son again. I will not kill your whole family, and swear
not to be a human being.”

He finished, and ordered. Tang Sancai: “You should prepare a car for me immediately. I will
go to Langchenghuang Temple overnight. I want Tiancan to come out of the mountain, and I
want Tiancan to kill Yash Nics himself.”

Tiancan!

Everyone on the scene heard this name, and there was a deep fear from their bones.
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Tiancun was once Tang Beidou’s most terrifying subordinate!

He has killed more than three thousand people, and most of them were not his enemies.

It is very rare to be able to block him with two moves.

The person who can hold his three moves has not yet appeared.

When Tang Beidou negotiated with a big man, the other party brought a thousand men, but
Tang Beidou only brought Tiancan.

In the end, the two sides broke down and fought.

It was Tian Can who used a remnant sword to protect Tang Beidou from the siege and kill
more than 500 enemies.

Make the reputation of Tiancan reverberate through Jiangnan Province.

But it is precisely because of killing too many people and making too many enemies.

Tiancan’s enemies kidnapped Tiancan’s wife and children, threatening Tiancan.

Tian Can did not accept the threat of the enemy, and eventually the enemy killed his wife
and children in front of him, and he also killed the enemy and his family.

But since then, Tiancan’s spirit has been problematic.

He refused to live in the mansion given to him by Tang Beidou, but moved to the
Chenghuang Temple. He used a dog chain to tie him around his neck, and he lived in the
doghouse in the Old Town God Temple.

This half-human, half-dog life has been maintained for ten years now!

Tang Beidou did not allow anyone to approach the Old City God Temple, and sent people to
deliver food to the Chenghuang Temple doghouse every day.

Tonight, Tang Beidou took the food in person and appeared in the Old City God Temple.
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Under the moonlight, in the doghouse in front of the dilapidated Chenghuang Temple, there
was a long-haired beggar in ragged clothes, with a rusty dog   chain tied to his neck.

Not far away, there was also a dirty black broken sword inserted.

This rags and long-haired beggar is exactly the murderous god who has changed so much
that everyone talks about it, goddamn!

Tang Beidou held the food, walked in slowly, and put the food down.

He looked at Tiancan, who was motionless like a beggar’s corpse, and slowly said: “Godcan,
after your wife and child were killed by your enemies, you will live this tormenting life.”

“Ten years, you haven’t yet. Can be free from pain.”

Tianchou’s hoarse voice sounded: “Tang Weng, you don’t understand, don’t bother me,
please go back.”

Tang Beidou said in a deep voice, “I understand, because my son was killed. killed!”

Hearing this, Tian Can slowly raised his head and looked at Tang Beidou.

Tang Beidou said angrily: “So I understand your pain, and you must understand my anger at
the moment. I, Tang Beidou, never ask for help, but today

I ask you again .” “I want you to come out and kill my enemies. After a

while, Tian Can asked slowly: “Who is that person?”

Tang Beidou was shocked, and said in a deep voice, “Yash Nics!”
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next day, Yash Nics’s family and Tong Ke embarked on a journey to Dongjiang City.
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After arriving in Dongjiang City, we first went to the famous Thousand Buddha Grottoes in
Dongjiang.

After playing for a whole day, I came to Jiangnan restaurant for dinner in the evening.

Jiangnan Restaurant is a very famous restaurant in Dongjiang City, and its signature dish is
Drunken Goose.

It is said that the drunk goose is exquisitely made from the lion-head goose native to
Dongjiang, with the exclusive cooking skills of Jiangnan restaurant chefs.

Many local and foreign guests come here every day just to taste the taste of this drunk
goose.

When Yash Nics’s family walked into the Jiangnan restaurant, Ma Xiaoli was a little worried
and said: “Yash Nics, there are so many guests in this restaurant, shouldn’t we have no
place to sit?”

Yash Nics laughed and said, “How is it possible, Xiao Ting has long been there? I booked a
place.”

Song Pingting took her mother’s hand and said Yan Ran: “Mom, I booked a private room
online in advance and paid a reservation fee of

1,000 yuan . Do n’t worry.” Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli heard the words. This is relieved.

At this time, a female manager named Wang Min came up and asked: “Hello, we are full, do
you have a table reserved?”

Song Pingting smiled and said, “We have reserved a private room, Peony!”

Wang Min flipped through the handheld computer in his hand and asked, “Miss, what is your
last name?”

Song Pingting smiled and said, “My name is Song.”

Wang Min raised his head and smiled: “Yes, Miss Song, you did book it. The most high-end
peony private room here, please follow me.”
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Soon, Yash Nics and his party came to the peony private room.

Sure enough, the box was decorated in style and antique, with famous calligraphy and
paintings hanging on the walls.

Yash Nics’s family was very satisfied. They sat down to order, ordered a few signature
dishes such as Drunken Goose, ordered a winter melon pork rib soup, and two bottles of
Moutai.

Soon, the pre-dinner snacks were served.

Two bottles of Moutai were also opened and brought up.

Yash Nics poured wine for his father-in-law, mother-in-law, wife and sister-in-law, and the
family was happily preparing to toast.

However, the door of the box was suddenly opened, and Wang Min, the hotel manager,
entered without knocking.

Yash Nics frowned slightly: “What’s the matter?”

Wang Min said apologetically, “I’m sorry, I’m afraid you are going to eat in a different place.”

Yash Nics’s family was stunned, and Song Pingting asked in surprise, “What do you mean?”

Wang Min With a straight face, he said in an official tone: “Ms. Tang Haixin, a distinguished
guest of our hotel, is here to entertain friends.”

“You quickly pack up and leave. This box is going to be used by our distinguished guest,
Miss Tang. She has no patience.”

Song Pingting heard the words anxiously, and said angrily: “Obviously I booked this box in
advance, and I also paid the reservation fee. And our family has already ordered the wine
and food, you are driving us away now, too much, right?”

Tong Ke also righteously said: “That is, Miss Tang Haixin in your mouth is your guest, aren’t
we your guests?”
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Wang Min curled his lips: “What are you guys worthy of being compared to Miss Tang?”

Song Ping Ting said in a deep voice, “But everything should be first-come-first-come. The
box we reserved, we came first, why should we vacate the space for others?”

Wang Min said coldly, “I planned to be in the lobby outside. Add a small table for you to sit.
Now it seems that you are not going to move the place?”

Song Pingting said with a pretty face: “You have to be reasonable in everything. I can’t
accept your approach. We are determined not to move.”

Wang Min nodded: “Well, wait for you to tell Miss Tang in person. I hope you can still be as
sturdy as you are now, I’m afraid you will kneel and beg for mercy.”

“By the way , I would like to remind you that Miss Tang is His father is Tang Beidou, Mr.
Tang!”

Song Pingting’s expression changed slightly.

Of course she knew Tang Beidou, Jiangnan boss, everyone said that Tang Beidou was the
uncrowned king of Jiangnan, covering the sky with only one hand in the south.
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Wang Min saw Song Pingting’s face changed, he smiled triumphantly, snorted, turned and
left.

Both Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were worried, and the two elders came to persuade Song
Pingting.

Song Zhongbin said anxiously: “Daughter, it is said that Tang Beidou is nicknamed Jiangnan
King. Whoever wants to die in the south cannot live, and his strength is very terrible.”

Ma Xiaoli also persuaded: “Yes, Xiaoting, we ordinary people, provoke me. I can’t afford
these people flying in the sky. Or let’s give the box to Miss Tang, let’s go?”
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Song Pingting also thinks that Tang Haixin’s identity and background are too terrifying, and
most people can’t afford to provoke them. Get out.

But at this moment, a woman in a fashionable dress and a lady’s sunglasses on her face.

Accompanied by the hotel manager Wang Min, with four burly bodyguards, they entered
aggressively.

This woman is Tang Beidou’s daughter, Tang Haixin.

Tang Haixin took off her sunglasses and looked at Yash Nics’s family indifferently: “Give you
one minute to roll. If you don’t roll, my bodyguards will help you.”

Song Pingting, who had already decided to calm down, heard Tang Haixin’s aggressive
words. , I couldn’t help it anymore, and said

indignantly : “You deceived people too much, right?” Tang Hai’s eyes were cold: “Bitch, dare
to hit this eldest lady, palm!” After

she finished speaking, she raised her palms and slammed toward him fiercely. Song
Pingting’s face was pulled away, as if her grandmother hit her maid when she didn’t agree.

Song Pingting was caught off guard, seeing that the slap was about to fall on her face.

At this moment, Yash Nics shot.

Yash Nics suddenly stopped in front of Song Pingting, raised his hand and grabbed Tang
Haixin’s wrist, causing Tang Haixin’s palm to stop in the air.

Tang Haixin’s wrist was grasped by Yash Nics. She was frightened and angry. She cursed
inwardly: “Asshole, let go, believe it or not, I cut off your hand?”

Yash Nics’s eyes were cold, and she slapped her backhand. Face.

Snapped!

Tang Haixin received a slap in the face, her hairstyle turned into a chicken coop, half of her
cheeks were swollen, and her nose was beaten crooked.
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Tang Haixin screamed like a wild cat whose tail was stepped on, “My dad is Tang Beidou,
and you hit me… What are you bodyguards doing in a daze? Kill him for me, everything is up
to me. ”

The four bodyguards behind her, like waking up from a big dream, all recovered from the
shock.

The four bodyguards roared at Yash Nics.

Yash Nics swept out with one foot high, sweeping the heads of four people in a row, and
Yash Nics swept over all the four guys with one foot.

Tang Haixin gasped at the sight of Wang Min and the waiters next to her.

Yash Nics’s icy gaze fell on Wang Min. Wang Min bit his scalp and said to Yash Nics with a
sneer: “You dare to make trouble in our Jiangnan restaurant, and you dare to hurt our noble
guest Miss Tang, you are done.”

Yash Nics squinted his eyes and said, “It’s not that I’m over, it’s that your hotel is over. As far
as your attitude toward guests is concerned, don’t open your hotel.”

After speaking, Yash Nics took out his mobile phone and called Dian Chu: “I want the
Jiangnan restaurant to close within ten minutes.”

Wang Min and Tang Haixin both opened their eyes. This guy is not only a madman, he is
fighting crazy; he is also a fool, right?

Who didn’t know that Liu Lei, the owner of Jiangnan Restaurant, was the nephew of General
Liu Zhenping, commander-in-chief of Jiangnan Military Region.

Yash Nics even dared to say that Jiangnan’s restaurant should be closed down, which is
ridiculously more ridiculous than a dream.

Tang Haixin couldn’t help but sneer!

Wang Min even mocked: “Pig Ba Jie brags and speaks big words, just because you want to
make our hotel close?”
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Yash Nics smiled without comment.

He turned to Song Pingting and said to them, “My wife, this restaurant is closed. Let’s
change the place to eat.”

Wang Min and Tang Haixin thought Yash Nics was going to drive around. The two called the
waiter and security guard to block the way. Yash Nics’s family left.

Tang Hai wanted to block Yash Nics and came to teach Yash Nics.

Wang Min said, “Didn’t you say you want our restaurant to close for good, ten minutes have
not arrived yet, why are you running away in a hurry?”

Tang Haixin and Wang Min’s group blocked the way of Yash Nics’s family. It depends on
Yash Nics’s jokes, on the one hand, he is going to call people over to teach Yash Nics.

Suddenly, a large number of police cars came at the entrance of the hotel, as well as buses
from the taxation and electric power bureaus.

A large number of criminal police officers, tax officers, and electric power bureau employees
came down.

The first person turned out to be the leader of Dongjiang City Police, Huang Yongshun,
Huang Ju.

Huang Yongshun approached the hotel aggressively with a large number of criminal police,
tax officials, and electricians.

In the shocked eyes of Tang Haixin, Wang Min and others, Huang Yongshun announced
loudly: “We are a joint law enforcement team. Your Jiangnan restaurant has a major fire
safety hazard, and is suspected of tax evasion and electricity theft.”

“Now we are acting against the hotel in accordance with the law. Sealed up, all personnel
left immediately.”
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Everyone on the scene was in an uproar!

Tang Haixin was full of disbelief: “How could this be possible, the owner of this restaurant,
but General Liu’s nephew!”

Wang Min’s face was gray, and he knelt down with a thump, crying in despair: “It’s over, the
owner’s restaurant has been killed. I was sealed off, and the boss would definitely kill me
personally…”

Song Pingting’s family and the surrounding waiters and security guards looked at Yash Nics
in shock.

Who is this man, and why did the Jiangnan restaurant with its magnificent background
close its doors in just a few minutes?

It’s horrible!

The Jiangnan restaurant was closed, and Yash Nics’s family came out with other guests.

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Now we really have to change places to eat!”

After speaking, they drove away and went to eat elsewhere.

Seeing Yash Nics’s family left, Tang Haixin was angrily chasing after him: “Asshole, don’t
want to

leave !” But at this time a middle-aged man appeared with a few of his men and stopped her.

Tang Hai said angrily: “Ahai, why are you stopping me, why don’t you chase that guy? He
beat me, I want you to kill him!”

The middle-aged man named Ahai respectfully said, “Miss, don’t Chasing him, that guy is
Yash Nics! ”

Yash Nics!

Tang Haixin’s eyes widened in an instant, and she was surprised: “She’s the villain who killed
my second brother, Yash Nics?” A
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Hai nodded and said, “Yes, it’s him.”

Tang Hai angrily said, “Then why don’t you take action, give My second brother takes
revenge?” A

Hai said with a wry smile: “This Yash Nics is very skilled. Wu Chi, Butcher, Second Young
Master, and the four heavenly kings are all dead under his hands. The subordinates are not
his opponents.”

Tang Haixin cursed. “Trash!”

Ahai lowered his head and said, “Miss, don’t be angry, because the master has invited
Tiancan out of the mountain. As far as I know, Tiancan has arrived in Dongjiang City, and
Yash Nics will not survive tonight.”

Tang Haixin heard that Tian Can has already arrived, and is here to kill Yash Nics.

She showed a hate-relief expression and sneered: “Very well, Tiancan was the first killer of
my dad’s back then. He used one as a thousand to kill the enemy. Yash Nics would be dead
if he took the shot himself.”
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Yash Nics’s family changed a place to eat, went to another famous hotel in Dongjiang City,
and invited Yuelou.

Ordered wine and food again, and the family sat down to eat.

However, Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin, Ma Xiaoli and Tong Ke kept peeking at Yash Nics.

Tong Ke’s eyes are full of worship!

The eyes of Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were full of suspicion.

Yash Nics unexpectedly made a phone call, and within a few minutes, the restaurant in the
south of the Yangtze River was closed.
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This is absolutely abnormal!

Song Pingting and her parents already suspected Yash Nics!

Yash Nics looked at everyone in amazement and said, “Everyone is eating, why are you
looking at me?”

Song Pingting raised her pretty face and interrogated: “Yash Nics, honestly explain, are you
hiding anything from us? ”

Tong Ke also deliberately yelled: “Yes, yes, just a phone call and within a few minutes will
shut down the famous Jiangnan restaurant. Brother-in-law, you are too good. Is there any
secret you are

keeping from us?” Song Zhongbin Although they didn’t speak to Ma Xiaoli, their skeptical
eyes clearly agreed to doubt Yash Nics.

Yash Nics glared at Tong Ke, who was afraid that the world would not be chaotic, and then
smiled and explained to Song Pingting’s family: “Wife, parents, I really have nothing to hide
from you!”

Song Pingting: “Then explain, just now. What’s going on?”

Yash Nics smiled: “I just pretended to call my friend, and I planned to scare the people in the
hotel. I didn’t expect that there was a problem with their restaurant, so they were unlucky.”

Song Pingting didn’t believe Yash Nics at all . Speaking, snorted coldly: “Take your phone
out?”

“What for?”

Yash Nics handed her the phone!

Song Pingting dialed the last number that Yash Nics dialed, and soon Dian Chu was
connected.
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Song Pingting asked politely: “Hello, this is Yash Nics’s wife Song Pingting. I want to ask him
just now that he ordered you to close the restaurant in Jiangnan within ten minutes. What is
going on?”

Dian Chu For a moment, he chose to smile and said: “Haha, Miss Song, you misunderstood,
in fact, all this is just a coincidence.”

“Mr. Yash called me, originally intending to scare Jiangnan restaurant, but they happened to
be sealed up. What a coincidence!”

Song Pingting was skeptical: “Really?”

Dianchu smiled and said, “Yes, I was dumbfounded when I got the news that the Jiangnan
restaurant was really sealed.”

“I also called Dongjiang City in person just now . The political situation, their reply to me is
that they have long discovered that there are many problems with Jiangnan Restaurant, and
they have organized a joint law enforcement team to seal the restaurant.”

“If you don’t believe me, Miss Song, you can call the Dongjiang Municipal Bureau to ask. The
hotline is…”

Song Pingting said hello, hung up, and actually made a call to the Dongjiang Municipal
Government for inquiries.

The reply received is exactly the same as Yash Nics and Dian Chu said: The upper side has
long discovered that there is a problem with the Jiangnan restaurant, and this joint law
enforcement has been arranged long ago.

But Yash Nics was just a blind cat encountering a dead mouse, and the bragging thing
happened by coincidence.

Song Pingting and her parents were convinced that the closing of Jiangnan’s restaurant had
nothing to do with Yash Nics.

Song Zhongbin laughed: “I had any brains, ten minutes to let the hotel closed down, how is it
possible, is to prevent joint law enforcement team of the time it is not enough!”
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Repairation also laughed: “! Ning this is really bragging blow in the”

one People laughed, but Yash Nics secretly wiped his sweat.

Tong Ke secretly murmured: How can there be so many coincidences in the world, in fact, it
was the brother-in-law who closed the restaurant in Jiangnan!
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dinner, the Song Pingting family returned to the hotel where they were staying.

Yash Nics went to visit an old comrade in Dongjiang City under the pretext, and then left the
hotel alone.

He got out of the hotel, hired a taxi, and ordered: “No. 95, Ning’s Road!”

Taxi driver: “Good!” The

taxi drove towards Ning’s Road without hurriedly, and Yash Nics looked at it. Looking in the
rearview mirror, there is a long-haired beggar in ragged clothes on the side of the road not
far behind the taxi.

Yash Nics glanced at the ragged beggar, then closed his eyes.

The taxi speeded all the way, half an hour past without knowing it.

When the taxi drove into the quiet road, Yash Nics opened his eyes from closing his eyes
and rejoicing. He glanced at the rearview mirror of the taxi. Not far behind the car, the
long-haired beggar in ragged clothes was still following behind!

In half an hour’s drive, this ragged beggar was able to keep following behind the taxi!

The corners of Yash Nics’s mouth rose slightly!

The driver stopped the car and said, “Sir, No. 95 Ning’an Road is here.”
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Yash Nics gave the money, then got out of the car, looked at the quiet and quiet road around
him, and finally walked towards the front No. 95 compound.

This house has an antique style, a vermilion gate, and two stone lions on both sides of the
gate, and you can see that it is not an ordinary house.

Yash Nics knocked on the door, and soon the door opened. Several men in suits greeted
him: “Mr. Yash, you are coming soon, please come in, my host has been waiting for you for a
long time.”

Yash Nics walked into the typical Jiangnan style In the courtyard of the villa, walk through
the front yard with two rows of plane trees, and then walk into a villa.

In the living room, there is a table of good wine and meat, the meat is cooked beef, and the
wine is a special wine for the military.

Sitting at the table was only a tall man in his fifties. The man had white sideburns, but his
eyes were very sharp, and his body showed a calm momentum.

It is the commander-in-chief of the Jiangnan Military Region, Liu Zhenping!

When Liu Zhenping saw Yash Nics, he smiled heartily: “Haha, Brother Yash, you can count it.
If you don’t come, my wine and food will be cold.”

Yash Nics smiled and sat down: “Haha, I still think about Liu Brother, your Jiangnan special
offer here is so soft and smooth, how could it not come?”

Liu Zhenping scolded with a smile: “Fucking, you clearly said that your special offer in the
north is strong, our Jiangnan special offer is not strong!

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Brother Liu, you said, I didn’t say it.”

Liu Zhenping waved his hand: “Come on, I drank you special wine from the North Territory
last time. I am not your opponent. I was drunk by you. Now. Let’s change Jiangnan special
wine tonight, I have to get you drunk.” As

soon as Liu Zhenping finished speaking , there was a commotion outside.
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It turned out that a ragged long-haired beggar knocked on the door, and was blocked by a
few special bodyguards at the door. The long-haired beggar shot all the special bodyguards
flying, and then strode in.

This long-haired beggar in ragged clothes is not someone else, but the murderous god and
goddess of the Jiangnan Province that everyone talked about.

In the living room, Yash Nics and Liu Zhenping also looked at the Tiancang who was
surrounded by soldiers outside the door.

Liu Zhenping: “It’s for you?”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “It should be!”

Liu Zhenping ordered: “Bold killer, dare to assassinate Mr. Yash, the crime is unpardonable,
without trial, shot on the spot!”

Liu Fengwen, the captain of the guard outside He said, he immediately shouted: “The
general has an order, shoot the killer!” In

an instant, the soldiers on the scene were about to shoot.

But Yash Nics faintly said: “Wait, he is a rare master. It’s just dead, it’s a pity, let him come in
for a drink!”

Liu Feng’s group of guards were shocked when they heard this, and said hurriedly: ” No, this
person is extraordinary. He is definitely a terrible killer…”

Liu Zhenping said solemnly: “Did you not hear Brother Yash, let him in!”

Liu Feng’s gang of guards had nothing to do, so they could only put them on guard. Tian Can
comes in.

Tian Can walked in slowly, and every time he took a step, the distance was the same, which
was more accurate than measuring with a ruler.

He approached the hall, came to the table, sat down on a chair, and placed a rusty broken
sword on the table.
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Yash Nics smiled slightly, raised his hand to hold the bottle, poured a glass of wine for Tian
Can, and said at the same time: “You are such a strong man. You are rare. If you kill one, you
will lose one. If you are willing to explain who sent you. Kill me, I can spare your life.”
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Tian Can didn’t answer Yash Nics’s words, just picked up the wine glass, broke the messy
long hair, looked up and drank it, and then put the wine glass on the table.

He finally spoke and said hoarsely: “Thank you for your wine, I am entrusted by others to
come to kill you. Today is either you or I. There is nothing else to say.”

Yash Nics nodded, “The last one. Question, you have been following me since Mannity. Why
did you choose to do it at this time?”

Tian Can said hoarsely, “Because your child is here, I don’t want to kill you in front of your
child.”

Yash Nics looked at it. Tian Can glanced at him: “You are worthy of another drink with you.”
As

soon as Yash Nics’s words fell, Liu Zhenping thumped three bottles of wine in front of him,
Yash Nics and Tian Can. He said loudly, “It’s boring to drink from a cup, one bottle per
person, after drinking, you should be on the road!” After

he finished speaking, he took the lead in picking up a bottle of wine.

Yash Nics also picked up the bottle of wine in front of him.

Tiancun is like a dead man in ancient times, and a man dies for his confidant.

He came to kill Yash Nics this time, just to kill Yash Nics.

As for who Yash Nics is, whether Yash Nics is very good, and how many people Yash Nics
has to protect, he is indifferent to these.
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Tian Can picked up the wine bottle, touched it with Yash Nics and Liu Zhenping, and then
the three of them looked up and started drinking.

The three drank in a hurry, as if they were competing.

Yash Nics and Tian Can drank the fastest. When Liu Zhenping had a small bottle of wine in
his bottle, Yash Nics and Tian Can drank both.

Yash Nics and Tian Can put the empty wine bottle on the table at the same time!

The moment Tian Can put down the bottle, he reached out to hold the hilt of the remnant
sword on the edge of the table, with a scream, a flash of cold light, and a sword pierced
Yash Nics’s neck like lightning.

When Yash Nics put down the wine bottle, he reached out and picked up a pair of
chopsticks on the table, raised his hand with the chopsticks, and clamped the sword
stabbed by Tian Can.

Snapped!

The chopsticks made of ordinary chicken wing wood stubbornly clamped the sharp sword
from Tiancan!

Tian Can’s pupils suddenly enlarged, and for the first time he showed a shocked expression.
He was once a thousand, and killed countless strong people in his life. No one could stop
him with three moves.

But today, Yash Nics actually caught his sword with a pair of chopsticks!

Just when Tian Can was extremely shocked by Yash Nics’s strength, gunshots sounded
behind him.

It turned out that Liu Feng, the captain of the guard, fired the shot. Seeing Tiancun, Liu Feng
dared to draw his sword at Yash Nics.

If there were any mistakes by the Northern Marshal, no one could bear this responsibility.

Bang bang bang!
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Liu Feng fired three shots in a row, all hitting Tian Can’s back.

Liu Zhenping said angrily: “Who told you to shoot?”

Liu Feng did not dare to speak, but he did not regret it. He would rather be punished by
himself than would allow the two chiefs to be injured.

Blood overflowed from the corner of Tiancan’s mouth. He looked at Yash Nics and said
hoarsely: “It’s a shame to die from being injured behind your back. Please fulfill it…”

Yash Nics sighed, grabbed the opponent’s broken sword, and pierced Tiancan’s backhand
with a sword. Heart.

Tian Can’s body stiffened, blood constantly gushing from his mouth, looking at Yash Nics,
he said with difficulty: “A strong man like you is definitely not a nameless person, can you
tell me who you are?”

Yash Nics said lightly: “Northern Commander, Yash Nics.”

Tian Can’s eyes showed shock, and he immediately smiled: “I said, your excellency must be
a man of leisure. It turns out that he is the Northern God of War. It’s not bad that he died
under your hands. !”

After speaking, Tian Can threw himself on the table and died.

Liu Zhenping looked at Tiancun’s corpse and calmly said, “This guy is very strong. I don’t
know who came to kill you?”

Yash Nics said calmly, “Either the nobles in the north who don’t want to see me, or foreign
enemies , It may also be an enemy I offended in the south. There are too many people who
want me to die, so it is difficult to judge.”

At this moment, Liu Zhenping’s soldiers came in with several men: “Report, how many have
been caught The sneaky and suspicious person should be an accomplice of the killer.”

Liu Zhenping said to Yash Nics: “I thought it would take some time to investigate the
murderer’s origins. Now it is automatically sent to the door. Brother Chen, you come to
interrogate yourself?”
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Yash Nics glanced at Liu Zhenping and smiled and said, “Okay!” There

were seven men, all kneeling in front of Yash Nics.

Yash Nics pointed to a man with thick eyebrows and big eyes and said, “You answer, who
sent you.”
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man with thick eyebrows and big eyes hesitated, wondering if he should confess?

At this moment, a mustache next to him kept winking at his big eyes.

Yash Nics’s face sank, pointing to the mustache, and instructed the soldier next to him: “Kill
him!”

Immediately, Liu Feng raised his pistol and shot mustache on the spot with a bang.

The white and red thing splashed all over the ground.

The big eyes were so scared that they said repeatedly: “I said, I said everything…”

Yash Nics said coldly: “Unfortunately, I’m not interested in listening to you anymore. It’s
dead!”

Liu Feng raised his hand and shot again. , With a bang, shot the big-eyed man also.

Yash Nics’s gaze fell on the third young man, and said coldly: “You are here to tell me who
sent you?”

The young man kowtow again and again: “It’s Lord Tang, it’s Tang Beidou who sent the sky.
Can come to kill you. We are in charge of following the sentry to see when Tian Can
succeeds…”

Yash Nics turned around and smiled at Liu Zhenping: “As I imagined, it really wasn’t the
northern nobles doing it with foreign enemies. It was sent by Tang Beidou.”
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Liu Zhenping was furious: “Tang Beidou is so presumptuous, I’ll send someone to get him!”

Yash Nics waved his hand: “Brother Liu, don’t bother you to do it, I already have an opinion.”

After Liu Zhenping heard this, he gave up.

At 10 o’clock in the evening, Yash Nics returned to the Dongjiang Hotel where he was
staying.

Yash Nics lived in a presidential suite with a living room, dining room, and three bedrooms.

Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli and his wife lived in one room, Tong Ke lived in one room, and
the remaining master bedroom was naturally occupied by Yash Nics, Song Pingting and
Song Qingqing.

When Yash Nics returned, Song Pingting was telling her daughter a story and coaxing her to
sleep.

Seeing Yash Nics’s return, Song

Qingqing immediately shouted cheerfully: “Dad, you are back.” Yash Nics smiled and said,
“Well, Qingqing, why are you still asleep?”

Song Qing giggled and said, “Dad, we tomorrow

Do you want to go to the beach to play?” “I was so excited when I thought of you taking me
aboard Uncle Navy’s warship tomorrow, I didn’t want to sleep at all.”

Song Pingting frowned when she heard the words, she couldn’t help saying: “Qing Qing, Dad
is joking with you, how can uncle navy’s warships be able to go up casually?”

Song Qingqing said plausibly, “No, dad never fooled Qingqing. He said that he brought Qing
Qing’s navy uncle’s warships. The big ship will definitely take me up to play.” After

Song Qingqing finished speaking, he raised his little face and asked Yash Nics seriously,
“Dad, don’t you say it?”
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Yash Nics reached out and stroked his daughter’s little head and laughed. “Yes, Dad always
does what he says. If he says to take you on the warship, he will definitely take you.”

Song Pingting was anxious when she heard the words, and she scolded Yash Nics in
shame: “You guy, I do. I said that you can’t brag to a child, she will take your words seriously,
why do you promise her this impossible thing?”

“At that time, she will be disappointed, and it will affect your image as a father in her heart.”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “It’s okay. I promised Qingqing and I will definitely do it.”

Song Pingting couldn’t help rolling her eyes when she heard this, thinking that it was a navy
ship, not a bus.

If you say you go up and visit, go up and visit, don’t be caught by others!

She didn’t want to talk about Yash Nics anymore!

In the early morning of the next day, Yash Nics’s family woke up one after another.

According to the itinerary, today is going to visit the naval base near the sea.

Before departure, the family came to the hotel restaurant for breakfast.

The breakfast in the restaurant is a buffet breakfast, because the guests are given breakfast
coupons, so there are a lot of people eating breakfast here.

Even Yash Nics’s family met a bunch of acquaintances!

These acquaintances are not others, but Song Pingting’s grandfather’s family.

Song Feifei was among them, and there was a tall man in the costume of a navy captain
beside her.

Song Qingsong saw Song Zhongbin’s family and couldn’t help but sneer: “Heh, isn’t this the
second one?”
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Song Zhongbin weakly shouted, “Dad, it’s such a coincidence, are you traveling here too?”

Song Zhongxiong Immediately call up: “Tourism? We are not here to travel, we are here to
participate in the service ceremony of the Type 055 destroyer at the Jiangnan Naval Base.”
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It turns out that the navy captain next to Song Feifei is called Zhong Ziqiang, who is the
naval soldier on the 055 destroyer that is about to enter service.

Zhong Ziqiang has always admired Song Feifei, but Song Feifei is neither warm nor cold to
him.

Until the last two days, the relationship between the two has grown by leaps and bounds,
and the relationship has been determined.

Because Zhong Ziqiang is a fighter of the Type 055 destroyer, he can invite his family to
watch the ceremony this time.

This is also the reason why Song Qingsong’s family appeared here. They came to Dongjiang
City to attend the ceremony.

Song Zhongxiong said triumphantly: “This naval ceremony is said to be hosted by General
Liu Zhenping, commander-in-chief of the Jiangnan Military Region, personally.”

“Moreover, the Northern Marshal will also airborne the scene and participate in this grand
ceremony together to witness our China Third The Type 055 destroyer is officially in
service.”

“It’s a great honor for

those who can attend the ceremony !” Song Qingsong said impatiently, “Why are you telling
them so much? They are not eligible to participate in the naval ceremony.”

Song Zhongxiong and Song Zhongping both laughed and said, “That is, can ordinary people
participate in such a ceremony?”
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“People who can go to the ceremony are all powerful and powerful in Jiangnan Province.”

“We are also a trust. Feifei’s boyfriend’s blessing, I went to participate as a family member.”

Song Pingting’s family was very envious when they heard that. They had heard of the
reputation of the Northern Marshal for a long time, but they hadn’t seen it before.

This time the marshal came in person, but everyone did not have the opportunity to see him.
It was a pity.

Song Pingting couldn’t help asking: “Grandpa, can you take our family with me? My daughter
admires the navy very much and wants to see the warships.”

Song Zhongbin also repeatedly said: “Yes, I am also a military fan. I adore the young
marshal of the North.”

“I heard that he is very young, I also want to see the heroic appearance.”

“Dad, you bring our family, let us also participate in the naval ceremony?”

Song Qingsong was unhappy, and coldly snorted: “Asshole, we these There are already
enough people, and it’s still unknown whether you can all go in and watch the ceremony!”

“Also, are you able to participate in such occasions as the Naval Ceremony, and do not pee
to find your own virtue?”

Song Zhongbin and Song Pingting and others , His face flushed.

Song Feifei also said with a sneer: “Heh, sister, isn’t brother-in-law very good?”

“Just let him find a way to take you to the Navy Festival, and we won’t help you.”

Song Feifei’s words are clearly true. Deliberately taunting Yash Nics.

However, Yash Nics smiled slightly, and said to Song Zhongbin and Song Pingting, “Dad,
wife, you want to participate in the naval ceremony. Don’t ask them, wait for me to take you
in.”
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What?

Yash Nics’s words were not only dumbfounded by Song Zhongbin’s family.

Even Song Qingsong’s family was shocked!

Everyone looked at Yash Nics in shock and thought: Is this kid bragging too cruel?

Song Feifei was the first to sneer: “Oh, you really pant when you say you are fat!”

“What do you think the navy festival is, you just go in. Who do you think you are, do you think
you are, the North Marshal?”

Yash Nics nodded: “Yes, I am the young marshal of the Northern Territory. I will go in when I
say to go in.” As

soon as Yash Nics’s voice fell, the audience was silent.

Soon, Song Feifei’s family couldn’t help laughing.

Everyone laughed and leaned forward and backward, tears burst into laughter.

Song Pingting’s family has a hot face, and thinks Yash Nics is really shameless.

It’s not good to brag, and dare to brag about being a young marshal in the North.

He is not ashamed, and Song Jioting’s family is ashamed for him.

Song Zhongxiong laughed with Song Zhongping and said, “So shameless, this guy is so
shameless that he is the young

marshal of the North, hahaha…” Song Feifei and her new boyfriend Zhong Ziqiang also
looked at with ridicule. Yash Nics.

Song Qingsong shook his head as he saw the joke, and said contemptuously: “Well, people
don’t have the ability to participate in the Navy Festival, can’t you be bragging here?”
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Song Zhongxiong and his group nodded and said: “Yes, we, we Don’t laugh at him. Yash
Nics, since you are so good, then we will see

you at the naval ceremony later, hahaha!”
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Song Qingsong’s family grinned and left.

Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli had a hot-skinned face.

Song Pingting angrily said to Yash Nics: “I told you not to talk big on weekdays. Look, our
family is ridiculed, right?”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Just let them laugh. When we show up At the navy ceremony, I
wonder if they can still laugh?”

Song Pingting and her parents kept shaking their heads, feeling that Yash Nics was not
realistic at all.

Only Tong Ke, without a word, showed an intriguing expression on Qiao’s face.

Song Qingqing pulled the corner of Yash Nics’s clothes and asked eagerly: “Dad, can we
really go to the navy ceremony, can we really board the warship and play?”

Yash Nics picked up Song Qingqing and twisted her daughter’s little nose. , Smiled and said:
“Of course, dad does what he said.”

Song Pingting rolled her eyes, she felt so helpless to stand with such a bragging husband!

…

Dongjiang, the airport.

Large numbers of men in black suits quickly assembled at the airport gate and lined up in a
neat welcome queue.
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There was also a Rolls Royce parked in front of the airport, as well as eight all-black Audi
cars.

“Welcome to Lord Tang!”

In the greet of everyone, an old man in a retro Tang suit appeared in the eyes of everyone
with a group of entourage.

It turned out that Tang Beidou came to Dongjiang.

Tang Beidou’s eldest son Tang Tianji is on his left, his daughter Tang Haixin is on his right,
and Lu Cangtian and other disciples are behind him.

Lu Cangtian personally opened the car door for Tang Beidou, and Tang Beidou went to the
Rolls Royce with his son and daughter.

After getting in the car, Tang Haixin respectfully said: “Dad, the second brother’s bones are
not cold. Actually, I can attend this naval ceremony. Why do you bother to come here?”

Tang Beidou shook his head and said in a deep voice, “Kill you two.” Brother’s murderer is
now in Dongjiang City, and even Tiancun was killed by him. I have to deal with him
personally.”

Tang Beidou finished speaking and looked at the eldest son Tang Tianji beside him: “I will let
you give my order and summon the disciples. How are things going?”

Tang Tianji proudly said: “Dad, you are the king of Jiangnan, and your disciples are all over
the south.”

“After I issued your king’s order last night, countless disciples came from all over the world
to gather in Dongjiang.”

“Until just now, I got the latest news. The number of disciples gathered from all over the
country has exceeded 30,000!”

Tang Beidou nodded in satisfaction when he heard the words. There are very few people
who can respond like him in a large Jiangnan province. .
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Tang Haixin also said bitterly: “Dad, big brother, I ran into Yash Nics at the Jiangnan
restaurant last night. He also slapped me, this person is too hateful.”

Tang Beidou was murderous. “This time, I have two things to do when I come to Mannity.
The first thing is to gather tens of thousands of my disciples and destroy Yash Nics’s
family.”

Tang Haixin nodded: “Yash Nics is very skilled, martial idiot, butcher, and the Big Four.
Heavenly King and Tiancan and other masters, all died under his hand one after another. But
no matter how strong he is, he is still a human, not a god.”

“We gathered tens of thousands of disciples this time, even if we stood still and let Yash
Nics chop him, we could still kill Yash Nics. Exhausted to death.”

Tang Haixin said, looking at her father, wondering: “Dad, you have two things to do when you
come to Mannity. Besides killing Yash Nics, what else is it?”

Tang Beidou looked at her. Daughter, smiled and said: “It’s your marriage event.”
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Tang Hai has a good heart. He was born in a wealthy family, and is a princess in the
uppermost position on weekdays.

Her private life is also chaotic, and she has many male models and Xiao Xianrou.

She even threatened that there is no very good man, she would rather not marry.

Anyway, she is rich and powerful, and there are countless small dogs for her fun.

At this time, she heard that her father was going to arrange marriage events for her, and she
was anxious: “Dad, didn’t I say that I didn’t meet a super good man. Wouldn’t I consider
marrying?”
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Tang Beidou said with a smile, “If The other party is the dragon among individuals, what
about a super good man?”

Tang Hai opened his eyes wide and said, “Is there really a perfect man in the world? My ideal
object, he must first be young and handsome, with outstanding temperament.”

Tang Beidou smiled and said: “This A man, he is about twenty-seven years old, and he is
said to be handsome and unparalleled.”

Tang Haixin added, “In addition, my ideal object, he must have supreme power, have
boundless wealth, and be indifferent. I don’t want the silk.”

Tang Beidou laughed and said, “This man, he is incomparable for money and wealth!”

Tang Hai was heartbroken and couldn’t bear to ask: “Dad, who is the perfect man you said? ”

Tang Beidou said astonishingly: “He is the God of War of China, the young marshal of the
North.”

Young marshal!

Tang Haixin’s eyes suddenly burst into brilliance, her pretty face flushed as if she had been
drinking, and her breathing became rapid.

How many women’s dream husbands, the young man in the north!

When Tang Beidou saw his daughter look like this, he knew that her daughter was tempted.

He smiled and said, “How about it, girl, do you have any opinion on this marriage?”

Tang Hai was delighted in his heart, but he said: “Dad, of course I am willing, but I don’t
know if the young commander in the north is willing to do so, maybe there are women in the
family.”

Tang Beidou shook his head and said, “You are at this level Don’t worry, it is said that the
young marshal joined the army in his youth, and he is not too old now, and I have never
heard of him being married. I have concluded that he must not have married yet.”
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Tang Tianji was a little worried: “But the young marshal will be attracted to the younger
sister?”

Tang Beidou laughed and said, “My daughters are very good in appearance and body, and

I am considered a wealthy family.” “I am participating in the Navy Festival this time and plan
to donate 1 billion to General Liu Zhenping. There is only one purpose, and that is to ask him
to be a matchmaker. Match my daughter to the young marshal.”

Tang Beidou said, “If the young marshal agrees to this marriage, I am willing to give him half
of the family property as a wedding gift.”

Tang Tianji and Tang Haixin both revealed their words. Surprised expression!

All the companies and industries in the Tang family are worth more than 200 billion yuan.

Tang Beidou took out half as a wedding gift, which was equivalent to giving out 100 billion
yuan to the young marshal. This was definitely a big deal.

I believe that even the Northern Marshals may not have rejected the double temptation of
beauty and money.

Tang Hai said excitedly, “Thank you Dad, Dad, you are so kind to me.”

Tang Beidou said with a smile, “No thanks, you will be the marshal of the marshal at that
time, so don’t forget to support the relatives of our Tang family.”

Tang Hai’s face flushed with excitement, and he repeatedly said that he would definitely not.

She had imagined that it was time for her to become a young marshal.

…

Yash Nics’s family came out of the hotel after breakfast.

At the entrance of the hotel, there are five eye-catching red flag cars parked.
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Among the five Hongqi cars, Dianchu and Bahuwei sat respectively.

None of them wore military uniforms, they all wore black suits.

Song Pingting’s family looked at several Hongqi cars in astonishment, and questioned Yash
Nics suspiciously.

Yash Nics smiled and said, “Aren’t we going to participate in the navy festival, I called a few
cars over, and everyone gets in.” The

Song Pingting family got in the car in a daze and followed Yash Nics’s orders.

Yash Nics did not sit with his family. He chose to sit in the front red flag sedan, which was
driven by Dian Chu.

Five Hongqi sedans drove toward the naval base in a hurry.

Passersby were all looking at him, exclaiming whether it was the head of the team?

On the road, while Dian Chu smooth driving, while Ning looked straight ahead of the report
said: “Young Marshal, one thing needs to report to you.”

I sat in the back seat of Ning, a light: “say! ‘

Code Chu said: “At this naval ceremony, Tang Beidou, as the most famous squire in the
province, was also invited to attend the ceremony.”

Yash Nics smiled and said, “He came well, and I am going to settle the ledger with him.”
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